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A matrix a with elements aij 2 0 (i, j = 1,. . . , n) is defined to be 
sum-symmetric if cj akj = xi ailc for all k. A doubly stochastic matrix 
is then the particular case where these sums are all 1. By a theorem of 
D. G. Birkhoff, such matrices describe the convex polytype with the 
permutation matrices as vertices. Now a similar theorem will be proved 
for sum-symmetric matrices. They describe a polyhedral convex cone 
generated by submatrices of the permutation matrices associated with 
cyclic permutation of subsets of indices. Also some further theorems which 
involve sum-symmetric matrices will be proved. 
Any sequence Y, s,. . . , q of elements in 1,. . . , k determines a cyclic 
sequence, denoted (Y, s, . . . , q), where it is understood that the first 
element follows the last, so that 
(Y, s,. . .) q) = (s,. . ., q, Y) = ’ * * . 
If the elements are all distinct, so the cycle is simple, it determines a cyclic 
permutation cr of a subset of 1,. . . , k 
a= (y,s,...,q), 
in which each element corresponds to its successor, 
m = s, as = t, . . . , aq = Y. 
With any such cyclic permutation, let I, = I,,,,g be the matrix with elements 
(lJij = 1 if ai = j, and otherwise 0, that is the elements in positions 
YS, st, . . . , qr are 1 and all others are zero. Included is the case a = (Y) 
of the identity permutation on a subset of a single element 7, for which 
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or = Y, and I,, = I, has 1 as the element in position YY and all other 
elements are zero. Such matrices I,, are sum-symmetric nonnegative. 
Since any permutation is a product of disjoint cycles, any permutation 
matrix is a sum of these. 
A function ;1,.,,,,, defined on any sequence Y, s,. . . , q of elements from 
1 ,*..> k is cyclically symmetric if 
A TS...Q = il S...(IT = * . * . 
Such a function is identified with a function 
4 r,s,....a) = a TS...ll, 
on the cyclic sequences (Y, s,. . . , q). When the elements r, s,. . . , q are 
restricted to be distinct, it reduces to a function 1, = ;i,,.,,q on the cyclic 
permutations G = (YS * - - q) of subsets of 1,. . . , k. With any given numbers 
a,.&, s = 1,. . . , k), 
a rst...o = ars + a,, + * * - + a,,, 
is an example of a cyclically symmetric function. It is such that the value 
on any cycle is expressible as a sum of values A,, on simple cycles. For 
let (r~rb) denote a cyclical series with a multiple element Y, broken at two 
appearances of Y, with u, fi as the intermediate series. Then immediately, 
1 r.Xrp = LJ + &B> 
where in (YU), (r/?) the multiplicity of r has been reduced by at least 1 from 
its multiplicity in (ray/?). Continuing in this way with each term where 
there is a multiple element, finally a sum of terms is obtained where all 
multiplicities are reduced to 1, as required. This remark has application 
in Theorem 2, Corollary. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a matrix a 2 0 
be sum-symmetric is that a = c,, &I,, for some 1,2 0 defined over the 
cyclic permutations of subsets. 
The sufficiency is obvious, so it remains to prove the necessity. If 
a = 0 there is nothing to prove. Otherwise let h 2 1 be the number of 
positive elements of a, and take as inductive hypothesis the necessity 
of the condition when this number is less than h. Now some a,, > 0, and 
then, by sum-symmetry, 
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so that a,, > 0 for some t. Similarly t has a successor and so forth to form 
a sequence Y, s, t,. . . , q which can terminate, finitely since the elements 
admit only a finite number k of possible values, in an element q which 
repeats some earlier element. For simplicity let Y now denote that earlier 
element, even if it was not the original Y. Then a cycle of positive elements 
a TSI as+-, . . . , aa,. has been constructed. Let 
)3 = min[a,,, a,,, . . . , ao,]. 
Then a - )LI,.s...a is still nonnegative and sum-symmetric but has one 
further element zero. Hence by hypothesis it has the considered form. 
But then a has the considered form so the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. For any given numbers arS 2 0 (Y, s = 1,. . . , k) there 
exists a cyclically symmetric function il,,..,q 2 0 defined on the series of 
distinct elements from 1,. . . , k such that 
if and only if 
aTs = C A-,..., 
. ..q 
T ars = T asr. 
This restates the theorem. Summation over - - * q is over sequences 
of elements which are distinct from each other and from I, s. The con- 
sidered conditions evidently are independent of the a,.,., and involve only 
the a,_ (Y # s). 
The theorem can be used to prove the following [l, 31. 
THEOREM 2. For any given arS (Y, s = 1,. . . , k ; Y = s), a necessary 
and sufficient condition that 
(4 ars 2 A - qh (7 # s) for some 4, 
is that 
(ii) arS + a,t + * * * + a,, 2 0 for all distinct r, s, t,. . . , q. 
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Obviously it makes no alteration to the condition (i) whether or not 
the C& are restricted to be positive, since they enter only through their 
differences, which remain the same when any constant is added. But by 
adopting this restriction it is possible to proceed as follows. 
The following standard result is required. Either Ax 5 q for some 
x2Oor~A20,~q<Oforsometi~O[4]. LetAbeak2xk-matrix - 
for which thek2 rows have index given by an ordered couple i = (r, s), 
wherer,s = l,..., k, and the k columns have index j = 1,. . . , k. Then 
the element in row i = (Y, s) and co umn 1 i can be denoted Aij = A,,,j 
where Y, s and j describe 1,. . . , k. Let the elements be given by 
I 
0 if Y=S, 
&,i = I 1 if Y # s and j = s, - 1 if r # s and j = r, 
1 0 if 7 # s and i # Y, s, 
that is A,,,, = 0, and for I # s, A,,,, = 1, A,,,, = - 1, and otherwise, 
that is for Y, s, i all distinct, A,,,j = 0. Let q be the column vector of 
order k2 whose element in row i = (r, s) is qi = urs if Y # s and qi = 0 if 
r = s. Let x be the column vector of order k with elements $i. Then Ax 
is the k2-vector whose element with index i = (Y, s) is 
so 
(4 Ax 5 q is equivalent to +a - 4,. 5 
u be of order k2 with ui eVS, where 
i = (r, UA has elements 
= %,&,,j, 
= i erj - c ejs, 
* 5 
SO zlA 2 0 is equivalent to 
But 
c erj - 2 ej, 2 0. 
I s 
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and since a sum of nonnegative terms is zero if and only if each term is 
zero it follows now that 
(ii) uA 2 0 is equivalent to c 8,j = c Bjs. 
I 
Also 
(iii) uq < is to 2 fJrsaTs < 0. 
YS 
2 ySs ySr has no > 0. by (i), 
it follows 
(9 c e,, = c esrp e,,2 0 
s I 
has a solution, forming a matrix 0. But then from (v), by Theorem 1, 
there exists cyclically symmetric &S,,,p 2 0 such that 
so that, from (vi) 
2 &drs = 2 L..e(6s + a,, + * * * + a,& 
rs rs...g 
But from (iv) this is negative, so some term must be negative. But the 
;( K%..P are nonnegative. It follows that some 
a,, + 4, + - - - + arr c 0. 
This shows the sufficiency in the theorem. The necessity is obvious. For 
if such & exist then for all Y, s, . . . , q 
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whence by addition 
aTs + a,, + * * * + a,, 2 0. 
Thus 
. . a necessary 
sufficient that 
there & that 2 - for r, is 
(ii) + + * + 2 for Y, t,. . q. 
(i)* the (i) the Y s, similarly 
(ii)* (ii) the that s, . , be distinct. 
consider condition 
arr2_0 
Immediately, 
* - A 
(ii) => (ii)* (iii), 
by theorem, o To the it now 
show 
(ii) -e (ii)* (iii). 
this just to seen any a,, a,, * * a,,, 
to cyclic (rst * q) expressible a of 
expressions to series are that without 
elements, if are nonnegative, is condition 
then are their which with makes condition 
For numbers (Y, = . , with 2 the four 
are 
(S) exist 2 such 
6) 
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and 
(ii) 2 D,,B,, 5 0 for all Y, 2 D,,8,, -=c 0 for some Y. 
(C) There exist A, > 0, #J,. > 0 such that 
(iii) 
(L) There exist 1, > 0 such that 
(iv) A$,, + W,, + - - * i- &D,, 2 0 for all Y, s, t,. . . , q. 
(K) It is impossible that there exist Y, s, t, . . . , q such that 
(VI (L DA,. . . , D,J < 0. 
Here x < 0 for a vector x with elements x,, or the statement x, ,( 0, 
means x, 5 0 for all 7 and x, < 0 for some 7. 
Evidently in K, with the proviso D,, 2 0, no different condition 
results when Y, s, . . . , q are restricted to be distinct, but with them distinct 
the condition is in a finitely testable form. Also in L, with the same 
proviso, the A1 > 0 such that (iv) holds for all Y, s,. . . , q are the same as 
those when Y, s, . . . , q are restricted to be distinct. Again in C, with this 
proviso, nothing is altered by restricting Y, s to be distinct. In what 
follows these distinctness restrictions will be adopted. 
The denial of S can be denoted S, and similarly with the other condi- 
tions. 
The condition S simply asserts the existence of a sum-symmetric 
nonnegative matrix 13 such that (ii) holds, that is, such that all the expres- 
sions cs D,,e,, are nonpositive while not all are zero. 
The equivalence of C and L is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 
It will be shown that S is equivalent to L and also to K. That is, for 
either one of the conditions L and K, S is an exclusive alternative, either 
the condition holds or S holds and not both. 
A conclusion from this is that the three conditions C, L, and K are 
equivalent. 
The following general theorem on linear inequalities is required: 
Either ax 2 0 for some x > 0 or ua < 0 for some u 2 0 and not both. 
THEOREMS. S is equivalent to L. 
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With c = (YS... 4) denoting a cyclic permutation on a subset of 
distinct elements 7, s,. . . , q from 1,. . . , k, so that moreover 
let j E a mean j = r or j = s * * - or j = q, so this is the condition that 
oj be defined, with values given by 
ar = s,. . .,aq = Y. 
Hence if j E 0, o must have the form a = (is * * - q) for some s, . . . , q from 
1 9’ * .> k distinct from each other and from i, where s = ai. 
Let a be a matrix with row index a and column index i, so a,,j denotes 
the element in row o and column j. In case i E u so ai is defined, let 
aa,j = DjBoj, and otherwise let a,, j = 0 (here D,,, means the same as D,,). 
Thus, for the elements of a in any row a = (rst - * * q), the elements a,,i in 
columns j = 7, s, t, . . . , q are given by 
aoSr = D,,, aO.S = Dstr. . . , a,,, = D,,, 
and all other elements are zero. The order of this matrix is K x k where 
K=$ 
k 0 m=l m 
is the number of cyclic permutations of subsets of k elements, there being 
k 
0 m 
subsets of m elements from the possible k and (m - 1) ! cyclic permuta- 
tions on each of these, for each m. 
Let x be a column vector of order k with elements xi = aj. Then the 
product ax is defined as a column vector of order K, the element in any 
row a = (rst * * - q) being 
It follows that the system (iv) is equivalent to ax 2 0. 
For each inequality (ax), 2 0, corresponding to a cyclic permutation 
u = (YS * * - q), let ZC, be an associated variable, and let 21 be the row vector 
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of order K with these as elements. A function &,,,., is now defined on 
series y, s, . . . , q of distinct elements, with values given by 
/I rs...p = u, if (YS * . * q) = c. 
This function is cyclically symmetric, because 
so that 
( 7s * * -4) = (s-"47) = * * * ) 
a VS...4 = I? S...PT = - * * . 
Now the product ua is defined as a row vector of order k, the element 
in any column j being 
summation being over s, 
ua < 0 is equivalent to 
(4j = T u,a,,j, 
=z uoDj,oj, 
= z h..oDjs> 
.> q distinct from each other and from j. Thus 
2 DJ,,..., < 0, 
s...q 
where ,( means 2 for all 7 and < for some Y. 
Now suppose (iv) does not have a solution 1,. > 0, equivalently ax 2 0 
does not have a solution x > 0. Then by the above mentioned general 
result, ua < 0 has a solution u 2 0, equivalently (vi) has a solution with 
cyclically symmetric &S,,,p. 2 0 defined on the series YS * * * q of distinct 
elements. Then immediately 
is a solution of (ii), summation being over series . * . q for which the 
elements of 7s. * . q are all distinct, and from the cyclical symmetry, by 
Theorem 1, Corollary, it is also a solution (i). Also ers 2 0. Thus a sim- 
ultaneous nonnegative solution of (i) and (ii) has been obtained. 
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It has been shown now that if one of the two possibilities in the theorem 
does not hold then the other does, equivalently the two possibilities are 
exhaustive. 
Also the possibilities are exclusive. For suppose that a simultaneous 
nonnegative solution 8,, of (i) and (ii) exists. Then, again by Theorem 1, 
since this 8,, is a solution of (i) there exist cyclically symmetric &.,,,,p 2 0 
such that (vii) holds. But then, since the 0,, are also solutions of (ii), the 
2 rs...a are a nonnegative cyclically symmetric solution of (vi), equivalently 
ua < 0 has a solution u 2 0. Hence, by the above stated general result, 
ax 2 0 has a solution x > 0, equivalently (i) has a solution 1, > 0. Thus 
if one of the possibilities does hold then the other does not, equivalently 
they are exclusive. Thus the theorem is proved. 
THEOREMS. s is equivalent to K. 
Assume R. that is 
D,, < 0, D,t 2 0,. . . , D,, 2 0 
for some distinct Y, s, . . . , q. Then S is verified with 0 = l,,,,g. 
Now assume S, say 
2 D,& 5 0 for all i, 
j 
while 
(ii) C W,, < 0, 
for some 8 > 0 such that - 
(iii) 2 eij = C eij for all i. 
i j 
From (ii), with 8 2 0, it follows that 
D,, < 0, e,, > 0 
for some s. Then by (iii), est > 0 for some t. But then (i) with i = s 
implies EJst > 0, D,, < 0 for some t. Similarly t has a successor, and the 
sequence y, s, t,. . . can continue until it arrives at an element q whose 
successor repeats some earlier element Y’, since the number of elements 
is finite. 
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Then a sequence 
Y, s, t, . . , Y’, s’, t’ , . ) q 
has been constructed, where q is followed by Y’, so Y’ and its successors 
form a cycle. 
If Y = Y’. then 
D,,< < 0, D,t I 0, . ,D,, 2 0, 
so R is demonstrated. If Y # Y’ but 
then again R is demonstrated. Otherwise Y # Y’ and 
(iv) D,,,z = D,<,, = . . . = D,,, = 0 
while 
(4 1. = min(O,,,sP, F3s,t,, . ., 19,~~) > 0 . 
Let 
Then because of (iv) and (v) it appears that (i), (ii) and (iii) are still satisfied 
with I!? in place of 13. Then the sequence Y, s, . . . , Y’ can be continued, but 
the first continuation to q and back to r’ cannot be repeated since some 
one of 8,.,., . . , fj,,., is zero. By eliminating in this way every continuation 
which does not return to Y, finally a sequence will be obtained which 
returns to Y, and E will be demonstrated. Thus S implies R and the 
proof of equivalence is complete. 
THEOREM 5. The conditions .?, C, L and K aye all equivalent. 
The equivalence of C and L folloys from Theorem 2, Corollary. By 
Theorem 3, S and L are equivalent, and by Theorem 4, S and K are 
equivalent. 
This work has application to certain combinatorial methods in 
econometrics, especially in the theory of economic index numbers, some 
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features of which are shown in [2]. It also has interpretation for the theory 
of flow-networks. 
Note added in @oaf: The following further paper has immediate 
connection with this work; S. N. Afriat, On a system of inequalities in 
demand analysis: an extension of the classical method, Intern. Economic 
Rev. (to appear). 
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